
A UNUSUAL FOOD FESTIVAL ESSAY

Nothing brings people together like food. Whether it's a Thanksgiving dinner with your family or sharing wine and cheese
with a friend in the.

Instead, at the traditional Night of the Radishes, artists take part in competitions where they carve the veggies
into cultural or religious figures, such as the Virgin Mary. The town is even twinned with East Lothian. Night
of the radishes In this festival, you get to see how the radishes turn into Cinderella-like makeover. During this
time, the revered monkeys take a convenient break from their usual antics and enjoy kilos of fruits arranged
for them. This annual event also known as Kaljakellunta is located near Helsinki, and actually has no official
organiser. Even though edible radishes as big as two feet long are the main attraction, people are discouraged
to eat the roots. Many of the presented items were sourced from the wild, and even local visitors were
surprised, not only because of the variety of local foods, but also because of how tasty the dishes were. You
actually need to titillate your taste buds by tasting food from different regions, which in turn also gives you an
outlook of the people living in those regions. Home to the world's largest mushroom, Crystal Falls, Michigan ,
celebrates it with the Humongus Fungus Festival for three days every August. International hair freezing
contest â€” Yukon, Canada March This fiercely-fought annual contest involves people freezing their hair in
weird and fantastic shapes, using just water and the frigid Canadian air. Thousands of people make their way
from all corners of the world to fight in this 'World's Biggest Food Fight' where more than one hundred metric
tons of over-ripe tomatoes are thrown in the streets. Krampusnacht â€” Germany December Krampusnacht
happens the night before December 6th each year, and features Krampus, a sort of anti-Santa. Running as fast
as they can down Cooper's Hill at high speed on the Late Spring Bank Holiday Monday, some of them have
even accidentally mimicked the 8lb 3. Another battle ensues, Batalla de Caramelos, where sweets and thrown
around, to the delight of local kids who can gather them up. The tonnes of local lemons and oranges are used
to decorate the city, though, rather than being eaten. The event hosts a Fungus Fest Parade, fireworks display,
various sports tournaments, and the festival's star attraction, the Humongous Pizza. Further, this annual
carving contest that is held each December in Oaxaca , Mexico , sees local artisans carving intricate celebrity
figurines, scenes, animals, and many other such elaborate creations. Carving starts three days before and by
the afternoon of the 23rd, the Zocalo main square is packed with contestants and carvings. Celebrity chefs host
cooking demos, alongside vegetable carving, live entertainment, a giant salad bar, beer garden, and cooking
competitions. To say this event is Intense would be quite an understatement. A particularly emotional moment
was when the Thai community spontaneously performed a musical act together with the Garo youth â€” it was
the kind of communication where language is no barrier. Traditional battered fish and chips is served with
tomato salsa and a glass of Chianti. Children and youngsters wont get through the gates of the fest where 2.
Treats include Spam kabobs, nachos and pizza. Afterwards, everyone switches to a different arsenal:
confectionary. It's a must for foodies. The number of people in the small Spanish town Bunol, 40km from
Valencia on Spain's southeast coast, more than triples in the end of August, with the attending crowd turning
bright red. At 10 feet wide, this pizza is the world's largest mushroom pizza. North Carolina hosts the BugFest
every year where people come out to learn about the world of bugs and chow down on some crunchy crawlers.
The authorities seem more concerned with cleaning the town than cleaning the visitors, so some people find
water at the Bunol River to wash themselves, although some kind residents will hose passers-by down. A food
festival is not a strange concept in the region, as there are many celebrated in and around this area. Anywhere
from 20, to 40, people come to this huge tomato fight, greatly expanding Bunol's normal 9, person population.
Toe Wrestling involves two people sitting across from each other with their toes interlocked and ready for
battle. Possible theories on how the Tomatina began include a local food fight among friends, a juvenile class
war, a volley of tomatoes from bystanders at a carnival parade, a practical joke on a bad musician, and the
anarchic aftermath of an accidental lorry spillage. You'll see carvings of everything from saints to animals at
this event, which takes place each year on Dec. Every year, radish growers from around Oaxaca gather
together to carve abnormally large radishes into elaborate sculptures depicting historical scenes. Sign us up!
True that!


